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The best way to communicate confidentially and securely was and is to hide the message en 
route, and to accompany each message with sufficient force to defend against a prying 
attacker.  

Hiding the very existence of the message is first line of defense, resisting its violator by force is 
the second. In the past, like today, this state of affairs is being used in countless ruses and 
counter-ruses, entrapments, allurements, and all that good stuff.  

We conveniently divide the field to:  

 Covert Secure Communication  
 Overt Secure Communication  

The first is also known as steganography, derived from the Greek root: "steganos" covered. The 
second is commonly referred to as cryptography.  Derived from the Greek root "kryptos" 
hidden. Both were practiced extensively in ancient times as well as today.  

The term "cryptologia" and "cryptographia" was coined by Wilkins in 1641 to mean secrecy. 
"Cryptology" was used by James Howell in 1645.  
 

The History of World Conflicts between secrets protectors and secrets violators 

 It's a fascinating thrill: the contest between those who try to write a secret, and those who try 
to crack it open. By definition one would expend the efforts to conceal only something of value, 
and similarly one would exert himself to crack open only messages of great import. And hence 
whether the secret remained in tact, or was cracked, each crypto event like this makes great 
waves, and keeps people excited.  
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Adversarial cryptographic techniques extended to other fields 

The tools and techniques developed in the realm of war and adversarial relationships also 
found use in other areas, notably:  

 1. error correction code  
 2. deciphering historical and archeological artifacts  
 3. participating in the trisymmetry: teaching, innovation, and cryptography  

 

The History of Covert Secret Communication 

 This practice is a matter of imagination. Writers who can think of creative ways to hide their 
message en route -- succeed. If the interceptor matches the writer with his imagination, then 
the message is intercepted.  

Individuals were hiding confidential messages from the beginning of history. It works, but it's 
unreliable, and cumbersome. It's also unfit for the Internet era. There is no much uniform 
science behind it. The name of this practice was given to it by Johannas Trithemius who wrote 
the old time definitive book on the subect "Steganographia" (15th century), and was banned 
and punished for it by the powers that be.  

Steganography is divided to:  

 Technical Steganography  
 Linguistic Steganography  

The first kind relates to physical means of hiding the message ranging from secret inks, to false 
bottoms in a suitcase, hollow heels etc. The second category is based on hiding a message 
within another, innocuous message.  

Technical Steganography 

The most popular and most storied means of technical steganography is secret ink. The writer 
makes the ink disappear, and the intended reader makes it reappear. Milk, and lemon juice are 
common inks in such use. They fade away and reappear under heat.  

An imaginative Greek commander etched a secret message on the shaved scalp of a messenger, 
then let the hair grow back before sending the messenger on his way. The reader had to shave 
the slave's head to read the communication. Creative but very impractical, as most 
steganographic means are.  
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In 1920 Emmanuel Goldbert invented the "micro-dot" packing a page full of information into a 
dot of a size made by a typewriter. The Russians and the Germans in WW-II used "micro-dots" 
quite effectively.  

Linguistic Steganography 

This category of steganography overlaps with the art of cryptography.  

Linguistic steganography is most commonly practiced through minute marking in an innocent 
message (a semagram), or through a context based deduction from an open letter. There is 
room for imagination in both categories. Linguistic based steganography leads to massaging a 
natural language narrative to fit as a cover for the hidden message. In all the typical solutions of 
masking and veiling the subject matter message, the cover-narrative looks a bit odd, artificial, 
somewhat unnatural. Military censors, prison censors, and crime investigators have been 
developing their "sixth sense" to spot a paragraph that looks contrived, and then sniff about it, 
to find the concealed message.  

Roger Bacon (1561-1626) used two typefaces in writing an innocuous letter, to send out a 
binary code. Others have used lower and capital letters to express a secret message. Very 
common and well storied is the case where a secret message is hidden in graphics, a drawing.  

A most prominent context-based steganography is found in the very successful Cardano code. 
Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576) invented an easy way to use steganographic device that was in 
service by diplomats and merchants for more than a hundred years. His idea was to use a 
carton with holes of different length carved out of the page. The heights of the holes was the 
same -- the height of a written letter. The perforated carton was placed on a sheet of paper, 
and the secret message was written through the holes in order. Then the carton was removed 
and the empty places were filled with some innocuous phrases, words, signs, etc. When 
examined the page looked quite innocent, but the intended reader placed the page under a 
similarly carved carton and read the message. This idea, some times called drowning is still in 
use today -- protecting a secret with an avalanche of distraction.  

Innocent social gestures have been known to serve as platform for overt communication. 
Cheaters in a card game would scratch their head in a certain form, rub their palms in a secret 
form, look one way or another, scratch their throat, or touch their nose -- all as a means of 
communicating in secret.  

On June 1st, 1944 the BBC 9 o'clock news were followed by a string of personal messages, one 
of them was the opening line of a poem by Paul Verlaine: "The Long sobs of the Autumn Violin". 
It signaled to the French resistance to get ready for the coming Allied invasion. On June 5th the 
second line was broadcast: "wound my heart with a monotonous languor" notifying the French 
fighters that the attack is within 24 hours. German military intelligence broke this 
steganographic message. Admiral Canaris alarmed the Western command, but for some still 
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unknown reason, the alert did not go out to the 7th army that was deployed in Normandy, 
securing a complete surprise to the Allies.  

F. L. Bauer in his book "Decrypted Secrets" reports about an American soldier outsmarting the 
censors, and reporting to his folks back home exactly where he was posted. The location was 
deciphered by combining the first letter of each successive word from a certain point in his 
letter. It worked for a long time, only that at one instance, his parents wrote back: "Where is 
Nutsi? -- we can't find it in the Atlas..." This story highlights the fact that the longer you use a 
cryptographic or steganographic scheme, the greater the odds that you would be caught by a 
mistake of your own making.  

A modern steganographic means is based on expanded one to many, many to one 
cryptography. (YouDeny).  

The History of Overt Secret Communication: 

This practice was and is based on intellectual intractability; on the assumption that the 'enemy' 
will find it too hard to crack the message.  

In ancient Egypt scribes chiseled obscure wall testimonies in honor of royalty and important 
people, scribed in hieroglyphic characters. They may be considered as cryptography, but in fact 
serve as puzzles and intellectual challenges to the reader. Archeological findings also point out 
that in early Mesopotamia, a similar puzzle-building cryptography was practiced. The Old 
Testament (Daniel chapter 5) describes a cryptographic message mysteriously appearing on the 
wall in a royal party. The resident sages were clueless as to its meaning, but the prophet Daniel 
interpreted it correctly as the judgment of doom for the king, conferring on Biblical Daniel the 
title of the first cryptoanalyst (In his honor Gideon Samid named the first production level of his 
ciphersystem as "Daniel" -- YouDeny)  

Battles and wars were always a fertile ground for use of overt secret writing (cryptography). We 
have records from the early Spartan wars where a very clever set-up was used: A piece of cloth, 
or parchment was wrapped in a spiral fashion over a round carved wood. The plain message 
was painted on the cloth and parchment, which was then unwrapped, and folded. Looking at 
the unwrapped parchment revealed cluster of letters in random. The intended receiver of the 
cloth had to wrap it around a similarly carved wood, in order to read the message. Technically 
today we will classify this method as transposition -- switching the location of the message 
letters. The effectiveness of this method relied in large measure on the 'enemy' not being 
aware of the method used. Since otherwise it would have been rather straightforward to try 
various diameter size wrapping posts until the letters combined into the plaintext.  

Julius Caesar devised a simple substitution cipher, which proved effective at the time, and is 
called Caesear Cipher to this day. The concept was to replace each letter by the letter that is 
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three spots ahead in the alphabetical count and where the last letter is seen as rejoining the 
first. This simple method insures that the resultant letter will look convincingly gibberish.  

For some reason secure overt writing was not a hot topic, at least not a recorded topic for many 
centuries since anitquity. In the middle ages, some notables like Roger Bacon (1220-1292), and 
Geoffrey Chaucer (1342-1400), made reference to cryptography. We also know that the popes 
used them. In the 16th century we record one of the early documented cases of 'cryptographic 
shock' where a crypto writer is surprised to find out that what he assumed to be thoroughly 
intractable for compromise, was in fact cracked, broken and plainly understood. King Phillip of 
France lost his bid to overthrow Queen Elizabeth of Spain, having his communications 
cryptanalyzed by Francois Viete (1540-1603) one of the brilliant mathematicians in history. 
Similarly, in 1587 Mary Queen of Scots was executed based on cryptanalysis of her encrypted 
plans to assassinate Queen Elizabeth.  

Until the late middle ages, most, if not all ciphersystems were based on transposition and 
substitution, or both: letters either changed places (transposition), or were replaced by another 
letter from the alphabet (substitution). In the 15th century an architect, Leon Battista Alberti 
published a book (Tratatti in cifra) promoting polyalphabetic ciphers, namely ciphers where a 
single plaintext symbol was replaced by a different symbol each time it appears. Leon Battista 
also introduced the notion of 'coding': a table that matches items commonly used with secret 
codes known only to the communicating parties. Coding allows for large bodies of data to be 
replaced with very short codes, and they add an important intractability dimension.  

A century later, in 1563, Giovanni Battista Porta published a landmark book (De Furtivis 
Literarum Notis) that presented the state of the art. It advocated polyalphabetic ciphers. It 
established transposition and substitution as the two fundamental cryptographic operations -- 
a foundation that lingers to this very day! He pioneered the notion of Digraphic Ciphers in 
which two or more letters represent a single plaintext symbol. Porte also offered the first well 
stated, logically clear layout for cryptanalysis.  

A creative cryptographic development was introduced by Blaise de Vigenere (1523-1596) -- also 
known for the much used Vigenere cipher. It was the autokey concept. The intended reader 
knew a single letter with which to decipher the first letter of the ciphertext. The resultant 
plaintext letter served as key to decipher the second letter of the ciphertext, and so on.  

In the 18th century, Thomas Jefferson, the remarkable American 'founding father,' had 
invented a 'wheel cipher' which proved as a robust cryptographic tool for centuries to come.  

History is replete with dramatic stories where cryptography proved critical. One famous case is 
the Dreyfus Trial in France. Captain Alfred Dreyfus a Jewish French officer was arrested in 1894 
with a charge of treason, divulging secrets to Italy and Germany. Shortly thereafter French 
cryptanalysts cracked a telegram sent by the Italian ambassador to Rome. The telegram 
suggested that the ambassador was clueless of the Dreyfus situation. That was decisive enough 
to exonerate Dreyfus, only that the high level military accusers of Dreyfus suppressed this 
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evidence, and Dreyfus was found guilty, and went to a prison in an isolated island for years 
before his case got a second review, and he was freed.  

In World War I the Germans introduced a powerful field code known as ADFGVX where only 
these six letters were used in the cryptogram because of practical reasons related to the chance 
of error in using Morse code. In a case that would repeat itself in principle in WW-II, the 
Germans were overconfident about their cipher, and did not suspect that George Jean Painvin, 
a brilliant French cryptanalyst will crack their code, and provide French generals with 
intelligence that proved instrumental in changing the fortunes of war.  

Similar consequences were on the eastern front. The Russian second Army was on its way to 
cut off the German supplies and then destroy their fighting machine. Alas, their communication 
system was way under par. The Russians ran out of wires, their distribution of cryptographic 
keys was chaotic, and their signalmen had no choice but to communicate in the clear, revealing 
to the Germans their exact plans. The Germans counter attacked and totally destroyed the 
second Russian Army, determining the fate of the entire front, allowing Lenin to rise into power 
in Russia, and leading into the Cold War. 

The decision of the United States to plunge itself into this "European War" was decided on the 
basis of an interception and cryptanalysis of the "Zimmerman Telegram" from January 1917, in 
which Zimmerman, Germany foreign minister, enticed Mexico to open war on the United 
States.  

The colossal military disaster of Pearl Harbor is linked to one of the lingering controversies in 
cryptographic history. The Japanese communicated with their Washington embassy, and units 
in the Pacific using "Purple" an electromechanical cipher system invented in the United States, 
and eventually cryptanalyzed by the US. The plans to attack were deductable from the 
intercepted dispatches, yet the attack itself came as a complete surprise, leading conspiracy 
theorists to claim that President Roosevelt consciously decided to let Pearl Harbor happen to 
insure full support of the American people in joining the second 'European War' within a 
quarter century.  

Both the Germans and the Japanese ended up using the "Enigma" in world war II. The Enigma 
was invented in America by Edward Hugh Hebern (1918). It essentially linked two electric 
typewriters through randomly connected wires so that typing one letter on the first typewriter 
resulted in marking another letter on the page inserted into the other machine. Deciphering 
worked in reverse. The Germans repeated their WW-I mistake and were taken by misapplied 
confidence that they wrought the wiring of the Enigma in such complexity that cryptanalysis is 
out of the question. in fact British cryptanalysts headed by the mathematical genius Alan Turing 
cracked the German Enigma and shortened the war in about (estimated) two years.  

The triumph of Allied cryptanalysis in World War II allowed them to concentrate their forces on 
exactly where needed. Otherwise they would have had to spread them thin. In the UK, the 
small Royal Air-Force knew each night where the German Luftwafe will attack and there they 
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concentrated. In the battle of Midway, smaller American naval resources could focus on the 
right spot to beat the Japanese navy, and turn the tide in the war.  

In 1917 Gilbert Vernam, working at Bell Lab registered U.S. Patent 01310719 for a 
cryptographic method later called One-Time-Pad, and which was demonstrated and proven to 
be mathematically unbreakable. Its problem was extreme inconvenience, and impracticality as 
it required the cryptographic key to be as long as the message. It was therefore thrown aside as 
mathematicians were increasingly interested in achieving maximum security in small key 
ciphers. It made sense for the time because main users of cryptography were spooks and spies 
who were expected to memorize their cryptographic key.  

Along with the cold war, and its demand for cryptography, civil communication mushroomed, 
and confidentiality as well as authenticity became a growing concern. The military and national 
security aspects were handled by the burgeoning super secret federal agency, the NSA, 
factitiously knows as No Such Agency, officially: National Security Agency.  Head Quartered in 
Ft. Meade Maryland, the NSA amasses huge secret budgets, and marshals tens of thousands of 
mathematicians, and computer scientists in furthering American interests through both 
cryptography and cryptanalysis. The civilian side was helped by other federal agencies, mainly 
NIST -- National Institute for Standards and Technology, and by academic cryptographers. On 
one hand there is a great deal of cooperation between all the players, but on the other hand 
cryptographic reality is full of smoke and mirror where everybody tries to play everybody else.  

As the Internet came on the scene, it gave cryptography yet another push. Millions are using it, 
e-commerce is based on it, the shared express highway of information traffic requires the 
privacy afforded by effective cryptography, and new thinking and bold approaches are battling 
against a persistent inertia generated by the linear history of the practice. How fast will the new 
thinking come to dominance is the question of the hour.  

From a technical point of view cryptography gravitated to a few well defined methods: 
transposition, substitution, code-books. The first two served as a basis for many modern 
ciphers. In 1917 the remarkbale one-time-pad cipher was invented, and in the early 70s, the 
public key ciphers came on the scene. Stream ciphers are yet another category. A recent 
addition is YouDeny -- touching the concept of deniability.  

 


